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ABSTRACT 

He present a measurement of the cross section for production of col
li near muon pairs based upon a sample of more than 1D000 eventB observed 
in the MAC detector at PEP. fro* the angular asymmetry 
Am, = -o.05a i 0.010 ye find the axial vector weak neutral coupling to 
be gJven by 9**9** - 0.24 t 0.04. 

The production of muon "sirs In the reaction 

e*e" * u*ii" (1) 

Is sensitive to the effects of tha axial-vector part of the >«ak neutral 
current through an antisynwaetrie contribution to the angular distribu
tion. Us? report a measurement of the mu»n pair production cross section 
obtained uith the MAC detector operating at the SLAG storage ring. PEP. 
The present data sample includes the one used for our previously pub
lished measurement' and is about three times as large. 

The MAC detector, described in detail in ref. 2. Includes a calarlme-
terSmuon identifier of >°5J5 solid angular acceptance. The ca1ori-~iar 
is composed of 91 cm of steel absorber surrounding the interaction point 
Li 1 hexagonal prism tilth endcaps* uith proportional uire ehamtirs 
interspersed at 2.5-cm intervals to detect Ionization from traversing 
particles. The steel Is magnetised by torold coils tiith a strength of 
about 18 kGuiss, and is surrounded by 4-6 layers of drift chambers for 
tracking suons. inside the Iran calorinator is ft lead plate shatter 
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chamber to detect photon and electron shouers in the central region, 

IcosfJI i .8; the inner portions of the endcap iron calorimeters serve 

tho -lime function in the polar regions. Scintillators placed three 

plates behind the entrance faces of the iron calorimeter provide trig

gering and timing. Innermost is a ton-layer drift chamber in a 5.7 

kGauss solenoidal magnetic field. 

The data reported here resulted from an exposure of 143 inverse 

ptoobarns at the center-of-mass energy 29 OeV. The pertinent trigger 

for this measurement uas formed by the coincidence between pairs of 

scintillators in opposing sextants or endcap quadrants, or by at least 

one penetrating track as defined by a hit cluster in the central drift 

chamber in coincidence uith a 400-rieV or greater pulse in the azlmu-

thally matched calorimeter and scintillator sextant. Of the events read 

into the onlint wjmptiter* those which had clusters of central drift 

chumber hits 1n the appropriate azimuthal regions uere recorded for fur

ther analysis. This requirement avoided logging of cosmic rays which 

missed the central drift chamber. 

After reconstruction, events Mere taken uhich had two central drift 

chamber tracks that formed a vertex compatible uith the knoun beam 

intersection vclume. i.e.j a satisfactory x 1 for the vertex-constrained 

fit. Each track uas extrapolated into the calorimeters to be associated 

uith the energy-deposition data. A particle uas classified as a muon if 

it appeared to be minimum-ionizing through the calorimeters, or if an 

associated track segment appeared in the outer drift chambers, it uas 

required that both tracks be classified ns muons for an event to be con

sidered further. 
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Events passing these criteria included « large background of cosmic 

rays and of muon pairs from the tuo-photon reaction. 

ee -» (ee)|i|i (21 

uith undetected electrons. Both backgrounds uere reduced by a large 

factor by requiring a satisfactory x* value for both ,,oon tracks to be 

assigned energy equal to the beam energy, based upon both central drift 

chamber and toroid spectrometer measurements. Cosmic rays uere removed 

by cuts on the track-associated scintillator timing and by loose cuts on 

the vertex position. The distributions in time-of-f1ight and in the 

longitudinal beam position of events which passed the timing require

ments indicates that fewer than 0.2*: of the remaining sample are cosmic 

rays. Tuo-photon Induced pairs uere removed by requiring the muons to 

be coJ linear (i.e.. oppositely-directed? within 10°. According to a 

Monte Carlo calculation3, the surviving background from (2) amounts to 

0.3X of the signal. 

Events coining from Bhabha scattering, 

e*e- -» e'e". (3) 

i iiJu-.iti f ied I'.nd included in the sample, tiould represent a serious 

background because of the large asymmetry of reaction (3). Particular 

attention was paid to elimination of thtse events in the choice of cri

teria for classifying muons. From a small subsample of events that fail 

slightly more restrictive criteria ue estimate the fraction of Bhabha 

events in the sample to be less than 0.3S. 

The remaining background uas from the reaction 
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e*a- * T*T', H) 

followed by decay- »f th* ts t« eroefts or penetrating charged pi»n»> per
haps accompanied by n*». The fraction of these events in the eoicple was 
calculated by Mont* Car\u* to be 0.854 compared uith the pignal, 

Tlie final sample oontaina 10258 events, of which about SO are from 
background processes dlsouisod above, mainly reactlun (4). Nona of tha 
background reactions* except <3)» Affects the angular distribution 
strongly; in particular* their charge asymmetries are mild. Asyaiewtrfc 
biases in the detection efficiency are minuscule, since forward and 
backuard events are distinguished by the sign of the very small curva
ture of the track* in the solenoid and toroid spectroneters. A b*»S 
uauid be produced by an end-te-end azimuthai tuist of the central drift 
chamber. Such an effect him boon detected (and corrected) with the Bho-
bha event sample, uhieh is fir more sensitive because of tlie typically 
steep dip angle and extreme asymmetry of these events. Even before cor
rection ot the tuist. the false asymmetry for muon pairs Mas negligible. 
Both the solenoid and toreid field polarities were reversed periodically 
during the data collection. A negligible dilution of the MlMmetry M l 
caused by misassigmeont of the sign of charge of the muonoi which occur
red in feuer than 0,3!! of the events. 

The detection efficiency of the central drift chamber as a function 
of production angle was determined from a Monte carlo calculation. The 
r.dundant calorimeter/outer drift chamber particle irli'nt 1 fleatfen per
mitted determination of the identification efficiency directly from the 
Onto. The efficiency of the scintillator system uas obtained from a 
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sample, of events In which only one in-time scintillator itaa required. 
The overall geometrical plus detector efficiency M M such that about 7IX 
of all collinear pairs produced Cin 4n steradfans) ware accepted into 
the sample. 

"the production af *iuan pairs is tlesti-ibcd according to th* standard 

eleotrouaak thiory 1 by 

da o«* r -I 
» M1*ai>t1+cus*0) + 2a zco$sl 

dcoae U l J, 
where to order «G ua have <5} 

1 G -s 
»»,j • »%,* O ^ V . A — = 

a* Jz t-s/nz1 

Hera 9 is the anal* betueen the ».* and the incident »•. Equation (5) 
includes thg contributions of the singly photon annihilation diagram ond 
of its Interference ulth annihilation through thi nautral ueak interme
diate vtotor boson, Z*, of mass n z. 

Radiative corrections to equation (S) have1 been calaulated with the 
Ftonte Carta pra«ra« at feerends and Kleiss*, which includes terns of 
order «,'. These terms contribute a charge avymietry af •0.02S. cnecks 
on the ability of the calculation to nodal the data are provided by the 
Measured diatrfbutton, in the noncollinearity angle'r and by data on 
radiative mtion pair production from this experiment'. 

Tha differential eross section after rodlatv.e corroetiona is shoun 
in rig. 1. ulth the overall normalization of the data adjusted (sec 
below) ta agree ulth that of the theoretical oroai section. A maximum-
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likelihood calculation determined the best-fit value of aj, from which 

Me find the charge asymmetry. 

N 4 - H. 3 a z 

Ajin " — — = . (6) 
".• -t K. 4 1+ai 

where N« (N.) is the number of events having the u.* produced at positive 

(negative) cos8, extrapolated to <ttr angular acceptance. With the 

assumption that ai << 1 (see bclog), the result is 

A u )i = -0.05S i 0.010 ± 0.003. 

The second error quoted 13 systematic and is attributable mainly to pos

sible Bhabha background. With the standard-model value 9i c9A^ = 0.25 

and Hz = 90 OeV, equation (S) predicts A u | 1 = -0.063 at s = C29 GcV) 1. A 

recent calculation8 including radiative corrections to Z°-e>echange dia

grams leads to the slightly lower prediction A Un = -0.060. Taking this 

effect into account the product of electron and ifiuon axial-vector 

coupling constants from the fit is 

gA'g.11 = 0.24 ± 0.04, 

in good agreement uith the theory and with other published measure-

itants'. 

From equation (5) we see that the muon pair cross section depends 

upon the vector coupling constants via a normalization shift. The stan

dard-model prediction is 

1 
gv^Qv" = -CI-4sin 2fi K) J, (7) 
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uhere OH is the Weinberg angle. Previous experiments'0 give 

s1n*e„ = 0.*3 • 0.01, 

hence gv'gv*1 = 3.6 x 10" 3. The resulting contribution to a-i is smaller 

than those of higher order terns, implying o-i << 0.01. Th* absolute-

cross section from a subset of our data is 0.976 i 0.014 i 0.034 tines 

the pure QE0 prediction (eqn. 5 Hith ai = Qj = 0). From this scale fac

tor ue find 

av'gv11 = 0.07 i o. it. 

The precision of the measurement of the vector couplings is limited by 

systematic uncertainties in the normalization. 

In conclusion, ue have made a precision measurement of the effect of 

the uenk neutral current in muon pair production by electron-pusitron 

annihilation. 

This work u a s supported in part by the Department of Energy, under 

contract numbers 6E-AC02-81ER4BB25 tcu), DE-ACD3-76SFD0515 tSLAC), and 

DE-AC0Z-76ER00881 (UU), by the National Science Foundation under con

tract numbers N5F-PHY80-06504 tUU), NSF-PHYS2-15133 (UH), 

NSF-PHY82-15413 and HSF-PHY3Z-15414 CMU), and by I. H. F. H. 
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10. For a r*vi*« of neasurenents of e - w e J. E. Kim. P. Lwgackcr. 

Figure Caption 

fig. t. differential cross section for wuor, pair production, after 

relative correction. The curve is the result of the H t described 

in the text. 
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